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ABSTRACT Dynamic instability of MTs is thought to be regulated by biochemical transformations within tubulin dimers that
are coupled to the hydrolysis of bound GTP. Structural studies of nucleotide-bound tubulin dimers have recently provided
a concrete basis for understanding how these transformations may contribute to MT dynamic instability. To analyze these ideas,
we have developed a molecular-mechanical model in which structural and biochemical properties of tubulin are used to predict
the shape and stability of MTs. From simple and explicit features of tubulin, we deﬁne bond energy relationships and explore the
impact of their variations on integral MT properties. This modeling provides quantitative predictions about the GTP cap. It
speciﬁes important mechanical features underlying MT instability and shows that this property does not require GTP-hydrolysis
to alter the strength of tubulin-tubulin bonds. The MT plus end is stabilized by at least two layers of GTP-tubulin subunits,
whereas the minus end requires at least one; this and other differences between the ends are explained by asymmetric force
balances. Overall, this model provides a new link between the biophysical characteristics of tubulin and the physiological
behavior of MTs. It will also be useful in building a more complete description of MT dynamics and mechanics.
INTRODUCTION
MTs are ubiquitous cellular structures that are essential for
normal growth and division of eukaryotic cells (recently
reviewed in Howard and Hyman, 2003). These self-assem-
bling polymers are constructed from globular subunits that
measure ;46 3 65 3 80 A˚ (Nogales et al., 1999), each of
which contains two related proteins: a- and b-tubulin. Each
dimer within the MT wall forms two types of noncovalent
bonds with its closest neighbors: longitudinal bonds, which
are oriented parallel to the MT’s axis and are responsible
for the ‘‘head-to-tail’’ attachments of dimers, and lateral
bonds by which the lateral surfaces of each tubulin monomer
interact with their neighbors on either side (reviewed in
Nogales, 2001). The ability to establish such bonds results in
the formation of hollow, rigid tubes with an;25 nm outside
diameter, the walls of which are built from a single layer
of tubulins (Chretien et al., 1998; Chretien and Fuller, 2000;
Li et al., 2002; Meurer-Grob et al., 2001; Nogales et al.,
1999).
Under physiological conditions, tubulin monomers form
a three-start helix with 13-fold symmetry. Consequently,
there is a seam running along each MT where dimers inter-
act differently than in the rest of the polymer. In such
a polymer, the dimers are positioned strictly one above
the other, forming 13 PFs that run parallel to the MT axis.
This conﬁguration is, however, unstable and may undergo
a ‘‘catastrophe’’ in which the state of slow subunit addition
is switched to a condition of rapid subunit loss, leading
the MT to shrink. During the resulting periods of rapid
shortening, the individual PFs dissociate and tend to bend
outward, followed by dissociation into individual tubulin
dimers (Hyman et al., 1995; Mandelkow and Mandelkow,
1985; Mandelkow et al., 1991; Melki et al., 1989).
Tubulin polymerization is closely coupled with hydrolysis
of one of its bound GTPs (reviewed in Erickson and O’Brien,
1992). The dimers assemble at appreciable rates only if both
of their nucleotide binding sites are occupied by GTP. Soon
after polymerization, the GTP associated with b-tubulin is
hydrolyzed to GDP, which remains bound at the same site.
Thus, most tubulin in a MT is GDP-associated, and only the
most recently added subunits retain GTP. Although this
heterogeneity in bound nucleotide is difﬁcult to detect, the
heterogeneity of MT composition is thought to play a crucial
role in determining MT stability. A ‘‘cap’’ of GTP-subunits
at the MT end is thought to stabilize each MT, whereas
removal of the cap triggers MT depolymerization (Mitchison
and Kirschner, 1984). The exact size of the GTP cap on MTs
growing under normal conditions is not known, but it must
be determined by the mechanism that couples hydrolysis and
polymerization (reviewed in Desai and Mitchison, 1997).
Several indirect lines of evidence argue that the cap is
relatively small (reviewed in Caplow, 1992), and more
recent but still controversial data suggest that the cap may
consist of a single ring of non-GDP-tubulins (Caplow and
Fee, 2003; Caplow and Shanks, 1996; Panda et al., 2002). It
is unclear if the MT’s minus end is also capped; although it
exhibits a dynamic instability similar to that of the plus end,
it has been suggested that the minus end lacks a GTP cap
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altogether (Horio and Hotani, 1986; Nogales et al., 1999;
Walker et al., 1988, 1989).
Structural studies strongly suggest that the equilibrium
conﬁgurations forGTP- andGDP-tubulin dimers are different
(reviewed in Nogales et al., 2003). The GDP-dimer is more
bent, producing a PF shape that does not conform well with
the straight cylindrical wall of the MT lattice (Gigant et al.,
2000; Howard and Timasheff, 1986; Mu¨ller-Reichert et al.,
1998). The conformational change between GTP- and GDP-
tubulin appears to be constrained by the lattice. Thus, the
accumulated stress may provide the driving force for the rapid
splitting apart of PFs that follows a catastrophe, as well as for
their subsequent curling into the ‘‘ram’s horn’’ conﬁguration
seen at the ends of disassembling MTs (Arnal et al., 2000;
Mandelkow et al., 1991). Since GTP-hydrolysis takes place
only on the b-tubulin monomer, the major conformational
changes are likely to occur within this part of the tubulin
dimer, rather than in an a-tubulin monomer (reviewed in
Nogales, 2001). The curvature of theGDP-PF is likely to have
two components: bending within the dimer and the rotation
between the dimers (reviewed in Nogales et al., 2003).
Although these structural ﬁndings are not yet complete, they
provide an appealing mechanical basis for linking conforma-
tional changes within a tubulin molecule to both structural
and physiological features of the MT polymer.
A comprehensive analysis of the complex and unusual
behavior of MTs cannot be accomplished without a formal,
quantitative mathematical model. Several such models,
addressing different aspects of the MT behavior, have been
proposed over the years. Most of them are broad-spectrum
developments from the pioneering work by Hill and his
colleagues (Chen and Hill, 1985; Hill and Chen, 1984; Hill
andKirschner, 1982). Thesemodels are based on biochemical
schemes of tubulin attachment/detachment and different sets
of rules about changes in the microscopic rate constants for
GDP- and GTP-bound tubulins (e.g., Bayley et al., 1989;
Flyvbjerg et al., 1996; Martin et al., 1993; Odde et al., 1995;
Pedigo and Williams, 2002). A more recent model addition-
ally contains a set of rules that mimic some general me-
chanical features of MTs (VanBuren et al., 2002). Although
this approach greatly facilitates understanding the kinetic
processes of MT assembly/disassembly and some aspects of
tubulin polymerization energetics, these models do not allow
a detailed analysis of the mechanical characteristics of MT
and of the stress-associated energy changes. The mechanical
properties of the whole stable MT were ﬁrst analyzed by
Janosi and collaborators (Janosi et al., 1998, 2002), who
modeled the MT wall as an elastic two-dimensional material
with intrinsic curvatures. These properties, however, were not
based on any kinetic or mechanical characteristics of the
tubulin molecule, which greatly limits interpretation of the
obtained results.
Here we present a novel mathematical model of the MT,
which is based on the current knowledge of tubulin structure
and biochemistry. In the model, longitudinal forces acting
between the head-to-tail attached dimers tend to bend PFs
away from the MT axis, whereas lateral forces between
dimers in neighboring PFs counteract this activity. This set
of assumptions is sufﬁcient to describe a major property of
the MT: for the same set of parameters, the homogeneous
MT is unstable but can be stabilized by rings of GTP-tubulin
at its ends. Moreover, this MT behavior can be explained
without a need to invoke either difference in the strength of
lateral bonds between a- and b-tubulins or any dependence
of lateral bond on the state of the bound nucleotide.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The general framework and assumptions
Wemodel a generic MT with tubulin dimers (8 nm in length)
positioned in a 13_3 lattice (i.e., 13 PFs with a helical pitch
of 3 monomers per left-hand spiral turn). The helical lattice
that contains the centers of mass for each monomer is set at
a radius of 11.2 nm (Li et al., 2002). The MT’s central axis is
assumed to be straight, and in this work we do not consider
MT bending as a whole. The individual PFs can bend but
cannot twist (see below). Conformational changes within the
dimer after the GTP-hydrolysis that occurs in the MT wall
are thought to have two major components: one from
bending within the dimer and one from tilting between the
b-subunit of the lower dimer (the one closer to the minus
end) and the a-subunit in its upper (plus end proximal)
neighbor (Gigant et al., 2000; Nicholson et al., 1999;
Steinmetz et al., 2000). For simplicity, we modeled dimers as
solid and almost nondeformable objects (see Appendix 2 in
Supplementary Material), so the structural changes induced
by GTP-hydrolysis are manifested exclusively by tilting, i.e.,
changes in the steady-state angle between neighboring
dimers (more detailed analysis suggests that this simpliﬁca-
tion does not affect the major conclusions of this study).
Interaction between dimers occurs in the model at speciﬁc
points, rather than all over the contact surfaces. Thus, each
dimer within the MT wall has six contact points where
interactions with neighbors take place (Fig. 1, A and B). Two
points are positioned along the dimer’s long axis, so the top
point for a lower dimer coincides with the lower point of the
upper dimer in the same PF. The remaining four interaction
points correspond to interactions between a- and b-subunits
of each dimer with those in its lateral neighbors (note that at
the MT seam the neighboring monomers are different, i.e.,
a-subunits interact with b-subunits). The relative positions
of these points are identical for all monomers (Fig. 1 B). The
lateral interaction points on two neighboring monomers lie in
the plane that is orthogonal to the MT axis. We designate the
distance between them r. In a cylindrical, perfectly straight
MT, r ¼ r $ 0. By deﬁnition, r is the distance at which the
potential energy of lateral interactions is at a minimum (see
Supplemental Materials). If we put r ¼ 0, the positions
of lateral interaction points coincide for the neighboring
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monomers, and hence r ¼ 0. When r . r, the PFs bend
outward, and r , r when PFs bend inward, i.e., toward the
MT’s axis.
There are two types of forces that act at the dimer
interaction points (Fig. 1 C); these are described in more
detail below and in Appendix 1 of the Supplementary
Material. Force acting at the lateral interaction points
depends only on r, and either brings PFs closer or pushes
them apart. The second force, which acts at the head-to-tail
interaction points within each PF (longitudinal force), is
chosen such that each dimer pair tends to assume its equi-
librium bending conﬁguration with angle xo between the
dimers in plane P, which contains the MT’s and the PF’s
axes. One of the model’s assumptions is that bending of each
dimer, and therefore of the entire PF, occurs only within its
respective plane P. This assumption signiﬁcantly simpliﬁes
the calculations, and it is justiﬁed in part by the MT’s
symmetry. Indeed, due to this feature, the sum of lateral
forces acting at each nonterminal dimer lies in (if neigh-
boring dimers are of the same type) or near (if neighbors are
different) the plane P. The lateral interactions are symmetric
for the majority of lattice dimers although there is an asym-
metry for some terminal dimers and for a- and b-tubulin
monomers at the seam (assuming that lateral interac-
tions between two a-tubulins differ from those for two
b-tubulins).
For a detailed description of a MT’s conﬁguration, we
used a Cartesian system of coordinates in which z coincides
with the MT’s longitudinal axis (for details, see Appendix 1
of the Supplementary Material). The shape and position of
the ith PF (i ¼ 1 – 13) is explicitly deﬁned by setting the
coordinates for one longitudinal interaction point for any of
the PF’s dimers and by angles u
ðiÞ
k ðk ¼ 1 NÞ between z and
the axis of each dimer within this PF. Positive u
ðiÞ
k describe
dimers in which the upper b-subunit is farther away from the
MT’s axis than the lower a-subunit. To study stability of the
MT plus end, the coordinates of the lowest 13 dimers (k¼ 0)
are ﬁxed, and their angles uo ¼ 0 for all 13 PFs. Stability
of the minus end has been examined using a MT in which the
parameters of the terminal plus end dimers were treated
similarly.
Forces acting between dimers in the same PF
The longitudinal bonds between dimers are thought to be
considerably stronger than the lateral ones. This is based on
the known pathway of catastrophic MT disassembly, in
which the lateral bonds dissociate before the longitudinal
(Arnal et al., 2000; Mu¨ller-Reichert et al., 1998; Tran et al.,
1997a), on structural data (Nogales et al., 1999), and on
theoretical estimates (Erickson, 1989; Sept et al., 2003;
VanBuren et al., 2002). We therefore postulate that the head-
to-tail bonds are not extensible and do not break (i.e., in
curved PF, the dimers remain attached to each other). The
energy G of a PF’s bending is localized to the points of
interactions between the dimers and is the sum of the
energies gk of individual longitudinal points of interaction. G
depends only on the angle between any pair of adjacent
dimers (Fig. 2 A):
Gðu^Þ ¼ g1ðx1Þ1 . . . 1 gNðxNÞ; u^ ¼ ðu1; . . . ; uNÞ
xk ¼ uk  uk1; k ¼ 1; . . . ;N; ðuo ¼ 0Þ; (1)
where N is the total number of dimers in a PF.
FIGURE 1 MT geometry and the forces acting
between dimers. (A) A segment of a three-
dimensional drawing of the MT polymer in
a straight conﬁguration with 13 individual PFs
arranged with a helical pitch of three monomers
per turn of the helix. Axis z is the central axis of
the MT and points to the MT’s plus end. MT
dimers consist of the lower a-tubulin (dark
green) and the upper b-tubulin (light green)
monomers. Each nonterminal dimer (e.g., the
dimer circled with an orange line) has six points
of interaction with adjacent dimers (shown with
darker color): longitudinal (red dots), and lateral
(blue). The MT space is divided into 13 equal
sectors. Plane P(3) (shown as semitransparent)
contains the third PF axis and includes the
longitudinal interaction points for all dimers in
this PF. (B) An enlarged schematic diagram of
a dimer and its adjacent neighbors showing the
positions of interaction points; zi is the axis of the
ith PF, h is a longitudinal shift between neighboring PFs, L is the dimer’s length. Centers of monomers for a central dimer are shown with crosses. (C) Side view
of a single bent PF in plane P(i). Bending of each PF (exaggerated) is assumed to occur only in its respective plane P (xi, zi). For each dimer the angle u describes
the dimer’s tilting relative to the respective PF’s axis, whereas x is the angle between a dimer and its upper neighbor. The longitudinal forces (red bent arrows)
bend the PF such that all angles xk tend to the equilibrium x ¼ xðT;DÞo . The lateral forces correspond to aa and bb bonds and have their projections (blue
straight arrows) in the plane P(i).
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The exact shape of the potential g is not known. In this
model, we have used a simple quadratic dependence, so that
the resulting force increases proportionally to increasing
deviation from equilibrium:
gkðxkÞ ¼ ð1=2Þ 3 Bðxk  xo;kÞ2 (2a)
xo;k ¼ xDo or xTo ; (2b)
where B is a parameter that is assumed to be identical for
GDP- and GTP-bound dimers. It characterizes the stiffness
of the bending moments between neighboring dimers in the
PF. Symbols D and T refer to the GDP- and GTP-bound
forms of tubulin, respectively.
The value of angle xo, at which g has a minimum, can be
estimated from structural studies (Mu¨ller-Reichert et al.,
1998). For two head-to-tail attached GDP-dimers, xDo  0:4
Rad (22). Based on the available images of the GTP-tubulin
MTs, the equilibrium angle between two GTP-dimers is
likely to be very small (Hyman et al., 1992; Mandelkow
et al., 1991). Its upper limit can be approximated from the
data for GMPCPP MTs (Mu¨ller-Reichert et al., 1998).
Therefore, 0,xTo,0:2 Rad, and except where noted, we
have used the upper limit. Upon GTP-hydrolysis, the major
conformational changes within the dimer are thought to
concentrate within the b-subunit of the dimer, whereas the
conformation of the a-tubulin subunit remains relatively
unchanged (Gigant et al., 2000). It is therefore reasonable to
assume that for a given pair of dimers the equilibrium angle
is largely determined by the conformational status of the
b-subunit, which forms the interaction surface with the
a-tubulin of the second (upper) dimer. It follows, that there
are only two types of energy potentials gk to consider: g
DðxÞ
and gTðxÞ, which correspond to the GDP- and GTP-bound
forms, respectively, of the lower (minus end) dimer, regard-
less of the form of the upper (plus end) dimer.
Forces acting between a dimer and its
lateral neighbors
To enable an analysis of PF bending and the eventual
breaking of bonds between the PFs, we describe interaction
(n) at each lateral interaction point (Fig. 2 B) with an
equation that grasps the basic features of a chemical bond
and a typical protein-protein interaction (Glastone et al.,
1941; Jiang et al., 2002):
vðjÞ ¼ A j2 expðj=roÞ; j ¼ r  r; (3)
where r is the distance between two adjacent lateral
interaction points; ro is a parameter that characterizes the
distance atwhich this bond exerts amaximumattractive force;
r is a parameter that deﬁnes r at the potential energy min-
imum; j characterizes the dimers’ deviation from the
equilibrium conﬁguration; and A is a parameter that char-
acterizes the stiffness of lateral bonds (for details, see
Appendix 2 of the Supplementary Material).
For small positive j, the potential energy from force acting
at the lateral interaction point is proportional to the square of
the deviation; i.e., there is a short-acting attracting force
when monomers are slightly separated (Fig. 2 B). At the
same time, there is a strong repelling force if monomers are
pushed closer together, i.e., j , 0. The potential reaches its
maximum at j ¼ 2ro, where ro is chosen as a typical distance
for protein-protein interactions, 1.2 A˚ (Jiang et al., 2002).
This barrier impedes the breaking of lateral bonds between
the dimers. For j . 2ro, the potential quickly decreases. It
should be noted that a typical potential curve for protein-
protein interaction has negative energy at j ¼ 0, whereas MT
polymerization is likely to have positive energy (Johnson
and Borisy, 1979), suggesting that the same is true for the
lateral bonds. However, since this value is unknown, we
have carried out the calculations for different depths of
potential wells (see Results).
The total potential energy of the MT
The steady-state MT conformation was determined by
minimizing its total potential energy U, which is the sum
of the longitudinal and lateral interactions for all points of
interaction within the MT:
U ¼ +
13
i¼1
U
ðiÞ
; (4a)
U
ðiÞ ¼ +
k
g
ðiÞ
k ðxðiÞk Þ1 +
j
v
ðiÞ
j ðrðiÞj Þ: (4b)
The ﬁrst part of Eq. 4b contains sums of the potential
energies for all adjacent dimer pairs within the ith PF. The
second part is a sum of lateral interactions for all interaction
points between monomers in the ith PF and the (i1 1)th PF.
If all PFs contain N dimers, then the ﬁrst part of Eq. 4b has N
items, whereas the second part has 2N items for i 6¼ 13 (i.e.,
FIGURE 2 Energy potentials for dimer interactions. (A) The potential
function used to describe longitudinal interactions is a quadratic function of
the angle x; its minimum for GDP-dimers is at xDo ¼ 0:4 Rad (shown). The
minimum for GTP-dimers is shifted closer to zero, since 0 , xTo , 0:2 (not
shown). Vertical broken line here and in B marks 0. (B) The potential for
lateral interactions has its maximum when the distance between interaction
points 2ro¼ 2.4 A˚; it is minimal when dimers are either not separated (r¼ r)
or when r tends to inﬁnity (the potential shown is for r ¼ 0).
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for all PFs except the 13th PF). Note that due to MT helicity,
there are three monomers at the plus end of the 13th PF,
which have lateral interactions on one side only.
Using interaction potentials described by Eqs. 2 and 3, the
total potential energy UðiÞ of the ith PF can be written as:
U
ðiÞ ¼ B+
k
ð1=2Þ 3 ðxk  xo;kÞ21 aaor2k1 expðrk1=roÞ

1 gaaor
2
k2 expðrk2=roÞ

; (5)
a ¼ A=aoB;
where A, ro, and B are parameters from Eqs. 3 and 2; ao and g
are coefﬁcients (below); r
ðiÞ
k1and r
ðiÞ
k2 correspond to the lower
and upper monomers, respectively, of the kth dimer (for
details, see Appendix 2 of the Supplementary Material). For
simplicity, r¼ 0 and the superscript i has been omitted in the
right-hand parts of Eq. 5. Note that UðiÞof the ith PF depends
on angles u
ðiÞ
k and u
ði11Þ
k in this and in the neighboring PF,
respectively, since they determine the distance rk between
their lateral interaction points.
The steady-state MT conformation was determined by
minimizing the total potential energy in Eq. 5, as described
in Appendix 2 of the Supplementary Material. The param-
eter B does not affect the steady-state MT conﬁguration but
becomes important for calculating the absolute value of U.
Ratio of the lateral and longitudinal bonds and
relative strength of the b-b bond
The ratio A/B characterizes the relative strength of lateral and
longitudinal forces. To simplify its interpretation, we have
normalized it by dividing by ao, where ao is the minimal
value of the ratio of lateral and longitudinal stiffness
coefﬁcients A/B for a MT that consists entirely of the
GDP-dimers and for which the MT is still stable (see Results
for details). The coefﬁcient g is introduced to enable exam-
ination of the importance of the possible weakening of the
lateral bonds between two b-tubulin monomers, which may
occur during MT polymerization after GTP-hydrolysis
(Nogales et al., 1999). In the model, g ¼ 1 if the strength of
the b-b bond does not change; g , 1 if the b-tubulin lateral
bond weakens after GTP-hydrolysis. For simplicity, the
strength of the bond between two a-tubulins is kept constant
and equal to the strength of the GTP-bound b-b bond.
Model of the MT without helicity
We have also developed a model describing the MT’s shape
for a case in which there is no helicity (13_0 lattice). Such
a MT is truly symmetric and all its PFs are identical (uk is
independent of i). In this case, all items in Eq. 4a are identi-
cal, and the potential energy U depends only on N variables
uk. This greatly simpliﬁes the numerical calculations and
allows some analytical estimates, because only a single PF
has to be considered (for details, see Appendix 3 of the
Supplementary Material). We used this model for the initial
analysis (e.g., in the study of the balance of forces acting at the
MTwall dimers), but all major conclusions were then veriﬁed
using numerical calculations for the complete model above.
RESULTS
The model describes a cap-dependent
MT stability
The steady-state conﬁguration of a MT of given length and
described by parameters of given values can be determined in
the model by minimizing the total potential energy for all
interactions between the dimers. For a wide range of model
parameters (described in more detail below), the steady-state
conﬁguration of the MT with a cap is stable, and the MT is
predicted to have a straight, cylindrical shape (Fig. 3A). Fig. 3
B shows the proﬁle of a typical PF from a stable MT with two
FIGURE 3 Steady-state MT conﬁgurations. Numerical calculations were
carried out using themodel of a helicalMT and for a¼ 0.65, g¼ 1, xTo ¼ 0:2,
N ¼ 10 (see Mathematical Model and Supplementary Materials for details).
Black and shaded segments represent dimers in the GDP and GTP form,
respectively. (A) The three-dimensional arrangement of all PFs in a MT with
a 2T plus-end cap. (B) The side view of the eighth PF from the same MT as
shown in A. Numbers on the right are the deviations (in angstroms) of the
dimer’s top interaction points from the vertical axis. Shaded area corresponds
to the inner side of the MT. Note difference in scale between ordinate and
abscissa. (C) The equilibrium conﬁguration of aMTwith the same parameters
as in A but with no cap. Under normal conditions, after separation of lateral
attachments, the dimers also loose their longitudinal connections; the PFs inC
are shown bent but unbroken because in the model the longitudinal bonds do
not separate. This feature does not interfere with analysis of the events
occurring before the dimer’s dissociation.
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terminal layers of dimers in the GTP-bound form (2T-cap). Its
plus end is slightly bent, reminiscent of the structural cap
described in Janosi et al. (2002). However, themaximal radial
deformation in our model is,2 A˚. It is found only at the very
tip and diminishes rapidly away from the MT end. The third
from the top tubulin layer extends to the side ,0.4 A˚. All
layers below the seventh layer are deformed,0.005 A˚, which
corresponds to angular deformation (angles u
ðiÞ
k between MT
and each dimer’s axes) of ,104 Rad. Importantly, a MT
built with the same parameters but that consists entirely of the
GDP subunits is unstable. Its equilibrium conﬁguration
consists of individual PFs that have peeled back into the
‘‘ram’s horn’’ formations (Fig. 3 C) that are characteristic of
disassembling MTs (Mandelkow et al., 1991).
Balance of longitudinal forces is responsible for
the maintenance of a straight conﬁguration for
nonterminal dimers
The equilibrium state of each dimer within the wall of a stable
MT requires that the sum of all forces acting at this dimer is
zero (Fig. 1C). The deviations of nonterminal dimers from the
PF’s axis are close to zero (Fig. 3 B). Therefore, the potentials
for lateral interactions are at local minima (Eq. 3), and the
resulting lateral force is negligible. The bending forces acting
on each dimer at its longitudinal interaction points are,
however, quite substantial. Nonetheless, the sum of these
bending forces, as well as the sum of their moments, is almost
zero (see Appendix 3 of the Supplementary Material for
details). Therefore, the highly straight conﬁguration of a stable
MT is a direct consequence of compensation of bending
longitudinal forces acting at each dimer within each PF.
To verify directly that the lateral interactions at nonterminal
dimers contribute very little to the maintenance of the MT
shape, we used numerical calculations to determine the
stability of aMTwith a 2T-cap, inwhich the strength of lateral
interactions of GDP-dimers was reduced while GTP-dimer
bonds were kept unchanged. We found that the reduction by
a factor of 10 was insufﬁcient to cause any measurable
deformations anywhere along theMT length (Fig. 4, compare
A and B). Further reduction in GDP-dimer interaction leads to
an inward bending of PFs in long MTs. Therefore, lateral
bonds between the nonterminal dimerswithin theMTwall are
slightly compressed. They act such that dimers are slightly
pushed away, rather than pulled inside theMT.We concluded
that the part of theMTwall that is not immediately adjacent to
the MT tips remains straight and cylindrical because of the
compensation of the bending forces acting on each dimer from
its neighbors in the PF, but not from the restraining activity of
the lateral forces.
Dimer interactions are local
The analysis of force balance in nonhelical MTs has also
established that the position of the kth dimer depends on the
interaction of this dimer with its closest neighbors (k 1 1)
and (k  1) and is almost insensitive to the status of the
dimers farther away (Appendix 3 of the Supplementary
Material). This suggests that perturbation in MT shape due to
nonhomogeneity of that MT’s composition should remain
local and does not propagate far. This was veriﬁed, e.g., by
determining the shape of the GDP-MT containing a single
nonterminal layer of GTP-dimers (Fig. 4 C). The resulting
distortion is signiﬁcant only at the interaction sites of the
GTP-dimers and their upper neighbors. This causes a local
kink in the MT wall, which remains highly cylindrical only
a few subunits away.
Fine structure of the MT tip depends on the cap
size and the equilibrium bending angles
The bending force acting on the dimer at the MT end is
always signiﬁcant because the terminal dimer has only
one longitudinal neighbor. This leads to a local deforma-
tion of the PFs at the MT tip. Its shape is largely determined
by the size of the GTP cap and the 2–3 adjacent GDP layers.
As expected from the locality of dimer interactions, the
structure of the tip is insensitive to the total MT length
(Fig. 4, compare A and D). When the GTP cap is relatively
large (.5–6 layers), its central layers are quite straight
and cylindrical (Fig. 4 E). The kink is localized to the
boundary between the GDP and GTP layers, whereas
deformations at the very tip are almost the same as seen
for the 2T-cap in MTs with the same parameters (Fig. 4,
A–D).
One of the factors that determines the exact shape and
size of these deformations is the equilibrium angle xTo for
two head-to-tail attached GTP-dimers (see Mathematical
Model). If xTo ¼ 0, the MT tip is perfectly straight, but
there is a large deformation at the cap boundary (Fig. 4,
compare E and F). The deformation at the boundary is
greater for smaller xTo because of the greater difference
between the equilibrium angles for the GTP- and GDP-
bound dimers. For the same reasons, when the tip is short
(2–3 layers), there are greater deformations for smaller xTo ,
and in this case the terminal dimer even bends inward
(Fig. 4 G). Similarly, changing the xDo will also slightly
increase deformations at the tubulin-GTP cap boundary if
they increase the difference between xDo and x
T
o , but in this
case the structure of the distal GTP-bound layers will
remain unchanged. Importantly, for all equilibrium values
of xTo , the deformations are always local, and the dimers
rarely stick out from the MT wall farther than the typical
distance for the protein-protein interaction (;1.2 A˚). All of
the above description is applicable to both plus and minus
MT ends, and the basic features of their shape are quite
similar. However, for the same value of the parameters of
the stable MT, its minus end tip is less deformed than its
plus end (below).
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The relative strength of lateral and longitudinal
forces determines MT stability
To explore the impact of different parameters onMT stability,
we used the parameter acr, a critical value of parameter a that
characterizes the relative strength of lateral and longitudinal
forces for a given MT composition (see Mathematical
Model). Although the relative strengths of these two types
of forces play a minor role in maintaining straight con-
ﬁguration of the nonterminal dimers, the bending forces for
the tubulin dimers at the tip are not compensated. The
resulting deformation increases the distance r between the
interaction points of these dimers and their lateral neighbors;
the increased lateral force acts to prevent catastrophes.
Therefore, for relatively strong lateral forces, i.e., large a,
the MT is stable, whereas the same MT is unstable at smaller
a. The critical value acr is the minimal a necessary to prevent
a given MT from catastrophe. For example, the end of
a MT consisting entirely of GDP-dimers will not undergo
catastrophic disassembly, even without a tubulin-GTP cap, if
a is greater than acr. This particular value has been chosen as
a reference, and for the plus end of a helical GDP-MTwithout
a capwe put acr¼ 1. The ends ofMTsof different composition
are characterized by different acr; when acr , 1 for a given
MT’s end, this end is more stable than the plus end of the
GDP-MT without a cap.
A 2T-cap is necessary and sufﬁcient to stabilize
the MT plus end for a wide range of
model parameters
Using the above approach, we then evaluated MT’s stability
for different cap size and values of parameters that deﬁne
tubulin characteristics, such as the strength of the GDP-b-
tubulin bond (parameter g) and the equilibrium bend xTo .
Table 1 contains critical values acr for MTs of different
composition, for example with different sizes of tubulin-GTP
caps. The addition of GTP-tubulin layers to either MT end
has a stabilizing effect, and acr becomes smaller compared to
that of a GDP-MT for the same parameters. Importantly, the
ﬁrst two GTP-layers (i.e., those closest to the GDP-layers)
are the most signiﬁcant in determining the plus end stability
(e.g., compare Table 1 lines 1–5 for xTo ¼ 0.2 and g ¼ 1). For
these parameters, the tubulin-GTP cap with a single layer
(1T-cap) has almost no effect on stabilization of the plus end
(acr does not change), but the addition of only one more layer
decreases acr by ;2.4. The latter corresponds to a maximal
possible stabilization by the tubulin-GTP cap, and further
increase in cap size does not change appreciably the MT’s
stability (Table 1, lines 4 and 5). Although the single GTP-
layer seems to have no effect in stabilizing the MT plus end,
if there are two layers the one that is second from the end
takes on a crucial role. Indeed, for a wide range of model
parameters, the MT can be stabilized equally well by the
homogeneous 2T-cap and by the heterogeneous two-layer
cap, in which only the second from the end layer contains
GTP-tubulins (Table 1, lines 3 and 6). If terminal layers
contain mixtures of GTP- and GDP-tubulins, the stability is
intermediate, and it decreases with increasing content of
GDP-dimers. The above conclusions hold true for MTs of
any length examined, except for very short MTs (,5–6
tubulin layers).
We have also examined how the relative strengths of
lateral bonds between a-tubulins or b-tubulins affect the
above conclusions. A 10-fold decrease in the strength of
GDP-b-tubulin bonds alone (g ¼ 0.1), or even of all lateral
FIGURE 4 Side-view proﬁles of
a single PF from nonhomogeneous
MTs. The numerical calculations were
carried out using the model for a non-
helical 13_0 MT with 10 tubulin layers
(N¼ 10, except inD, whereN¼ 20) for
a ¼ 0.65, g ¼ 1, and xTo ¼ 0:2 (A–E,
H), or xTo ¼ 0 (F and G). See Fig. 3 for
other details. All MTs have a 2T-cap at
their plus ends except E and F, where
the GTP cap has six layers, and H,
where there is no cap. In B the strength
of all lateral bonds for GDP-dimers was
reduced 10-fold, relative to GTP-
dimers. In C, the MT has the same
parameters as in A, but it contains
a layer of nonterminal GTP-dimers. H
shows the steady-state conﬁguration for
a MT without a cap, but with a single
nonterminal GTP layer. The plus end of
such a MT underwent catastrophe, but
PF bending (almost horizontal black
line) stopped at the GDP layer above
the GTP-containing dimers.
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bonds for GDP-dimers (Fig. 4 B), has no appreciable effect
on the shape of the MT along its length, and it does not affect
the stability of MTs with a cap that is 2T or larger (Table 1).
The MT’s stability and the shape of the MT plus end tip
become sensitive to g only if the GTP cap is ,2T or
completely absent. When g ¼ 0.1, MTs without a cap are
less stable by almost threefold (acr¼ 2.9). Now, even a single
GTP layer has a signiﬁcant stabilizing effect on the plus end
although this MT is still slightly less stable than one without
a cap but with unchanged b-tubulin bonds.
A similar effect is seen if the strength of the lateral bonds
is kept unchanged, but the equilibrium angle xTo for the GTP-
dimers is varied (0, xTo , 0.2). If the conformation of GTP-
dimers is straighter (smaller xTo ), it is even easier to stabilize
such a MT by a cap (Table 1). This can also be seen by
comparing acr for MTs with a 2T-cap but with different
equilibrium angles xTo (Table 2). If x
T
o is decreased from its
upper limit 0.2 Rad (11.5) down to 0.1 Rad (5.7), the acr
gets smaller by almost a factor of 2. However, further
reduction in the equilibrium angle has a much smaller effect
on MT stability.
Finally, we have examined the stability of a MT in which
a single layer of GTP-tubulins is not distal but is located
elsewhere along the MT’s length. This calculation was
carried out to mimic the experiment in which MTs were
depolymerizing from their plus ends but paused, presumably
because the shortening exposed the single GTP layer,
making it terminal (Caplow and Shanks, 1996). The ﬁnal
steady-state conﬁguration of a MT with a single, nonterminal
GTP-layer, is indeed stable in the model. However, our
computations revealed that the GTP-layer does not become
terminal after MT depolymerization from the plus, GDP-
monomer-containing end. Rather, the GTP-tubulin layer is
still predicted to be covered by a single remaining layer of
GDP-tubulin (Fig. 4 H). Such a heterogeneous cap is
unlikely to occur during normal MT growth, but as described
above it is sufﬁcient to stabilize the MT and prevent its
catastrophe for almost all parameter values (Table 1, line 6).
A difference between the plus and minus ends
is determined by different force balances
When all lateral bonds are identical, the values of acr for both
ends of the GDP-MT are the same (Table 1, g ¼ 1).
Therefore, the stabilities of the GDP plus and minus ends
without GTP caps are similar. However, the GTP cap has
a different impact on each end because the addition of
a single GTP-layer is sufﬁcient to stabilize the minus end
(Table 1, lines 7 and 8), whereas two layers are required at the
plus end. At both ends, additional layers have little effect on
polymer stability. When both ends have $2T-caps, they
become equally stable. Weakening of the b-b lateral bonds
for GDP-tubulin (g ¼ 0.1), as described above, tends to
destabilize the MT, especially at the plus end of the GDP-MT
without a cap (Table 1, line 1). The minus end is much less
sensitive to changes in strength of the lateral bonds. For
example, the critical value for the minus end of the GDP-MT
remains almost unchanged if GTP-hydrolysis leads to a 103
TABLE 2 MT stability for different equilibrium angles for GTP-dimers
xDo x
T
o
Composition 0.40 0.20 0.15 0.10 0.05 0
1 Helical 1.0 0.43 0.30 0.23 0.20 0.20
2 Not helical 0.78 0.33 0.25 0.19 0.17 0.17
The critical values of parameter a are given for the plus ends of helical (13_3) and not helical (13_0) MTs with 2T-cap, g ¼ 1 (for details, see Appendix 2 of
the Supplementary Material).
TABLE 1 Role of different parameters in MT stability
xTo ¼ 0:2 xTo ¼ 0:0
Composition g ¼ 1 g ¼ 0.1 g ¼ 1 g ¼ 0.1
1 DDD. . .DDDDD 1 1.00 2.90 1.00 2.90
2 DDD. . .DDDDT 1 1.00 1.02 1.00 1.02
3 DDD. . .DDDTT 1 0.43 0.43 0.20 0.20
4 DDD. . .DDTTT 1 0.43 0.43 0.17 0.17
5 DDD. . .DTTTT 1 0.43 0.43 0.17 0.17
6 DDD. . .DDDTD 1 0.43 1.04 0.20 0.36
7 TDDDD. . .DDD 0.43 0.43 0.20 0.22
8 DDDDD. . .DDD 1.00 1.11 1.00 1.11
The critical values of parameter a are given for one of the ends of helical 13_3 MTs (N ¼ 10, xDo ¼ 0:4 Rad, ro ¼ 1.2 A˚), whose composition is abbreviated
with ‘‘D’’ and ‘‘T’’ (bold), corresponding to the homogeneous layers of GDP and GTP-dimers, respectively. Symbols ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘’’ refer to the ‘‘plus’’ and
‘‘minus’’ ends. g ¼ 1 corresponds to the conﬁguration in which all lateral bonds are identical; g ¼ 0.1 means that the strength of lateral bonds for a-tubulin
are identical to those of the b-tubulin in GTP form, whereas GDP b-tubulin bonds are 10-fold weaker. For a perfectly straight GTP-dimers pair, xTo ¼ 0:0; the
most bent conﬁguration has xTo ¼ 0:2 (for details, see Appendix 2 of the Supplementary Material).
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reduction in the strength of lateralb-b bonds (Table 1, line 8).
In this case, the relative stability of the plus and minus ends
for an uncapped MT differs almost threefold, and it becomes
theoretically possible to have a MT that is stable at its minus
end in the absence of the cap but requires a 1T-cap for stability
at its plus end. However, for the reasons described in
Discussion, we do not think that this situation is plausible.
Different characteristics of the plus andminus ends are best
understood in the model by considering the balance of forces
at the MT ends in the context of the asymmetry of a tubulin
dimer. Since the major destabilizing activity is likely to be
brought about by conformational changes in the b-tubulin
rather than the a-tubulin monomer, the equilibrium angle
between the terminal dimer and its lower neighbor at the plus
end is determined mostly by the lower dimer. In contrast, the
equilibrium angle for the terminal minus-end dimer depends
largely on the status of this dimer, rather than that of its upper
neighbor. As a result, the addition of a more ‘‘straight’’ GTP-
dimer to the less ‘‘straight’’ GDP-dimer at the plus end has
a weaker stabilizing effect than the comparable addition at the
minus end (Table 1, lines 2 and 7). Consistently, the plus-end
tip shows larger deformations than those seen at the minus-
end tip of the same MT (Fig. 5, A and B).
The asymmetry is even stronger when we consider the
lateral bonds between the terminal dimers at each MT end
(Fig. 5 C). The plus end b-monomer is;3 times farther from
the rotation center (at the head-to-tail interaction point with
the neighboring dimer) than the b-monomer at the minus
end. As a result, the moment of the restraining lateral bond
between b-monomers in adjacent PFs is;3 times stronger at
the plus end than at the minus end. Therefore, if the strength
of the b-b bonds is reduced after the GTP-hydrolysis, it
would decrease the total moment of the restraining forces at
the minus end to a lesser extent than at the plus end (Table 1,
lines 1 and 8). The upper limit of this difference is ;3-fold,
and it will be seen if GTP-hydrolysis leads to a complete loss
of the lateral bonds between b-monomers.
A helical 13_3 MT is slightly less stable than a
13_0 one
Modeling of a helical MT revealed that the dimer conﬁgu-
ration in this lattice is again highly parallel to the MT’s axis
(not shown). The helicity of a MT does not interfere with the
compensation of bending moments described above because
it results from the head-to-tail longitudinal interactions
between the dimers within the PF, which are insensitive to
the helicity. However, several dimers in a 13_3MT inevitably
lack some lateral bonds. If all PFs have the same number of
dimers, at least two plus-end dimers have aweaker attachment
to the rest of theMT, leading to a general asymmetry at the end
(Fig. 6). The deviation of terminal dimers from the MT’s
FIGURE 5 Differences between plus and minus ends. Fine structure of
the plus (A) and minus (B) ends in the same 13_0MT with 1T-cap; a¼ 1.25,
g ¼ 0.1, xTo ¼ 0:2; a. acr of the plus end, so that both ends are stable when
each has a 1T-cap. See legend of Fig. 1 for more details. (C) A schematic
illustration of how structural differences at the ends lead to their different
shapes and stabilities. The bending (not to scale) at two ends of a single PF is
shown for g , 1. Straight arrows show amplitude and direction of the lateral
forces acting between the monomers in this PF and its neighbors (not
shown). Round arrows correspond to the bending forces between the head-
to-tail adjacent dimers in the same PF.
FIGURE 6 Fine structure of the tips of all PFs in a helical MT. The side
views of all 13 PFs (black). In the ﬁrst PF the dimers have neighbors for all
lateral interaction points (most straight black contour), whereas the 13th
PF is missing three lateral bonds (most bent black contour). Structure of the
PF in a nonhelical MT with the same parameter values is shown for
a comparison (thick shaded contour).
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central axis gradually increases from the PF that contains all
plus-end lateral bonds to the most protruding PF, which
altogether lacks three lateral bonds.
When all lateral bonds are identical, the critical value acr
that is required to prevent catastrophe in the helical MT is
slightly higher (;20%) than for a 13_0 MT of the same
composition (Table 2), but all the conclusions obtained
above from the model of a nonhelical MT remain largely
correct. When g , 1, the inﬂuence of seam is also very small
and depends on the strength of lateral bonds between a- and
b-tubulins. It is reasonable to assume that the strength of this
a-b bond might be intermediate between the strengths of
a-a and b-b bonds. In this case, the presence of the seam
will have essentially no consequences because, as we have
shown above, the weakening of all lateral bonds for the
GDP-dimers has little effect on the MT with a .2T-cap.
Similarly, lateral a-b bonds at the seam in a GTP-tubulin cap
do not alter the MT’s stability, because it will be determined
by the weaker b-b bonds between all other dimers in the cap.
Major model conclusions are relatively
insensitive to changes in parameters that
describe the forces acting between dimers
Since the exact functions that describe the energy potentials
of lateral and longitudinal interactions between dimers are
not known, it is important to evaluate the impact of different
parameters for the functions we have chosen on the model
conclusions. Changing the shape of the energy potential for
longitudinal force (Eq. 2) by adding terms of a higher order
than x2 did not alter any qualitative property of the MT. As
shown above, the value of xTo , which is known with less
certainty than xDo , is relatively important in determining the
exact shape of the tiny deformations in the MT’s tip (Fig. 4).
It also affects MT stability (Tables 1 and 2) although the
maximal possible effect does not exceed ;2.5.
The energy potential for the lateral interactions can be
characterized by three major parameters: the height of the
potential barrier, characterized by parameter A, the width of
the well (2 ro) and relative energy levels at j ¼ 0 and at
inﬁnity. The stiffnesses of lateral A (Eq. 3) and longitudinal B
(Eq. 2) bonds are not known. Modeling revealed, however,
that although their exact values are not important, their ratio
a¼A/aoB is a major determinant ofMT behavior (see above).
Thus, for a given B, the larger barriers produce more stable
MTs with a straighter end, whereas smaller barriers are
destabilizing. The range for possible ro is unlikely to exceed 1
, ro , 3 A˚ (Jiang et al., 2002). For these values, the major
model conclusions are unaffected, although ro inﬂuences the
exact size of the kinks at the MT tip (Fig. 7, A and B).
Additionally, the value of ro determines in part the absolute
value of the normalizing coefﬁcient ao, but this does not affect
the comparison of acr for MTs of different composition. We
have also varied the depth of the well by keeping the inﬁnity
level at 0 and changing the minimum energy level for
j ¼ 0 (Fig. 7 C). The stability of the MTs calculated for these
three potentials, as evaluated by the critical values of a, and
theMT shape remained essentially the same. Finally, we have
found that all major model conclusions remain true if the po-
tential for lateral interactions is described by functions differ-
ent from Eq. 3, as long as they include a potential barrier.
DISCUSSION
We have developed the ﬁrst, to our knowledge, molecular-
mechanical model of a MT that is based on the known
structure of the tubulin dimer and MT lattice. In its present
form, this model does not address the dynamics of MT
polymerization and depolymerization, but it permits an
examination of the stability and shape of MTs with different
composition. The model can be used to estimate the impact
of different parameters of dimers interactions, which are
FIGURE 7 Roles of the parameters describing the potential function for
the lateral bonds. (A) Two energy potential functions described by the same
function (Eq. 3) but with different ro: 1.2 A˚ (solid line) and 4.8 A˚ (dashed
line). (B) The proﬁles of PFs for 13_0 5T-cap MT were calculated for two
energy potentials shown in A. (C) Energy potential functions with the same
parameters (ascending parts for 0 , j , 2ro ¼ 2.4 A˚, width of the well and
the barrier’s height), except the levels at their minima. Curve 2 is described
by Eq. 3 and is the same as shown on Fig. 2 B. Curve 1 is given by
vðjÞ ¼ 1:6A j2 expðj=roÞ1 0:003 expðj2= 0:1 roÞ
 
;
curve 3 by
vðjÞ ¼ 0:5A j2 expðj=roÞ  0:008 expðj2= 0:1 roÞ
 
;
where A is the same as for curve 2.
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known experimentally with some uncertainty (e.g., the
equilibrium angle between GTP-dimers). The model de-
scribes the major structural properties of a MT quite well:
the cylindrical shape over its entire length except at the
capped tips and the catastrophic peeling of PFs from unstable
MTs in a ‘‘ram’s horn’’ conﬁguration. One of the major
general properties of the MT polymer uncovered with this
model is that structural perturbations within the MT lattice
affect only the nearest neighbors, i.e., the dimer interactions
are all local. Although every dimer of the MT wall is
subjected to bending forces, for a homogeneous non-
terminating lattice, the force exerted by the upper dimer’s
neighbor is completely compensated by that applied by its
lower neighbor within the same PF. As a result, every dimer
is oriented highly parallel to the MT central axis.
Surprisingly, lateral bonds between nonterminal dimers in
neighboring PFs play no signiﬁcant role in maintaining this
conﬁguration. From a mechanical point of view, the MT
resembles a bundle of 13 stiff rods connected and held
together only at their ends. The GTP-containing cap is,
therefore, the major determinant of a MT’s stability.
Size of the stabilizing cap
The crucial role in a cap’s ability to prevent catastrophes is
played by lateral bonds that act between the dimers at MT
ends. To stabilize the MT, the strength of lateral bonds
between GTP-dimers in the cap must be sufﬁcient to
compensate for their own bending moments, as well as the
bending moments of the underlying GDP-containing layer.
Within the broad range of model parameters, and if the
strength of lateral b-b bonds is independent of GTP-
hydrolysis, the model strongly predicts that such stabiliza-
tion at the plus end requires two layers of GTP-tubulin to
form an effective cap. Importantly, the restraining properties
of the cap do not increase signiﬁcantly if the GTP cap gets
larger. This result suggests that the growing plus end on
average contains slightly more than two layers of GTP-
tubulin. Indeed, if the cap were signiﬁcantly larger, the
frequency of catastrophic events in the population of MTs
would become negligible, due to the low probability of
losing all extra GTP layers (down to a ,2T-cap).
The above conclusion is consistent with numerous experi-
mental results (Panda et al., 2002; Vandecandelaere et al.,
1999; Voter et al., 1991; Walker et al., 1991) and theoretical
analyses (e.g., Flyvbjerg et al., 1994; Martin et al., 1993;
VanBuren et al., 2002). Drechsel and Kirschner (1994) have
used some statistical arguments to conclude that a single GTP
layer might be sufﬁcient to stabilize a MT end, but their assay
did not allow the unambiguous determination ofMT polarity.
In view of our ﬁnding that the two ends are likely to have
different mechanical stability, such reasoning might need
reexamination. Our conclusions seem to contradict an experi-
mental observation described in Caplow and Shanks (1996).
These authors propose that a single monolayer tubulin-GTP
cap is both necessary and sufﬁcient to stabilize MTs. How-
ever, a more detailed analysis of their experimental design
reveals that if the MT contains a single nonterminal GTP
layer, its catastrophic shortening from the GDP-containing
plus end should stop at the GDP-containing layer that is distal
to the GTP-layer. For a wide range of model parameters, such
a heterogeneous cap should provide stability similar to that of
the 2T-cap. Since such a distal GDP-containing layer would
have gone undetected, these experimental results do not
disagree with the theoretical calculations.
Strength of the lateral bonds
We have also used the model to examine the hypothesis that
the lateral b-b bonds may weaken after the GTP-hydrolysis
and that this feature may contribute to dynamic instability
(Nogales et al., 1999). We found that if the GDP-containing
b-b lateral bond is 10 times weaker than before GTP-
hydrolysis, the stability of a capless MT is reduced almost
threefold. However, the stability of MTs with the GTP-
containing caps remains almost unaffected. There are at least
two physiologically relevant circumstances in which hypo-
thetical weakening of the b-b bonds could have some
impact. First, it would exaggerate the destabilizing activity of
a ‘‘rogue’’ tubulin dimer within the MT wall, e.g., a dimer
that has lost its GTP-ase activity. Such heterogeneity would
create local distortions in the MT lattice, and the accumu-
lated tension might promote the MT’s breakage at this site.
Second, if a GDP-containing b-b lateral bond is destabilized,
this would preferentially (up to the threefold difference)
destabilize the MT’s plus end (Fig. 5 C). However, it would
also lead to an increased rate of depolymerization of the plus
end, relative to the minus end. Indeed, the rate of the
catastrophic MT shortening is likely to be determined
primarily by the dissociation of the lateral bonds between
dimers in neighboring PFs. As illustrated in Fig. 5 C, due to
the asymmetry of the tubulin dimer the breakage of lateral
bonds is expected to be similar for both ends if g ¼ 1, but it
will proceed more easily at the plus end if g , 1. Since
numerous studies demonstrate that the minus end depoly-
merizes faster than the plus (Gildersleeve et al., 1992; Horio
and Hotani, 1986; O’Brien et al., 1990; Tran et al., 1997b;
Walker et al., 1988, 1991), we conclude that it is highly
unlikely that the b-b lateral bond for the GDP-tubulin is
weaker than the a-a lateral bond. This conclusion is con-
sistent with a theoretical estimate (Sept et al., 2003) and
strongly argues against the model in which stability of the
minus end does not require a cap (Nogales et al., 1999).
Implications of the MT end structure
Although the two MT ends have different mechanical
stability, the lateral bonds for the terminal plus and minus
end dimers are the same. This similarity of the ends can
manifest itself in several ways, e.g., in their interactions with
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destabilizing MT-associated proteins, such as Kin I.
According to our model, the depolymerization activity of
such an enzyme can work at either MT end and does not
require additional energy to achieve depolymerization; such
action may occur via electrostatic effects that weaken lateral
bonds between the terminal dimers. This prediction has
recently been conﬁrmed by studies on MT depolymerization
by Kin I (Desai et al., 1999; Ogawa et al., 2004).
Both MT ends are characterized by a surprisingly com-
plex shape that depends on wall composition and tubulin
characteristics. Although for certain model parameters the
predicted shape of the tip is similar to that described in Janosi
et al. (2002), the important differences are that in our model
the deformations are much smaller and more variable. The
existing electron-microscopic images of MT ends frequently
show large structural deformations, but their meaning is
unclear due to a substantial experimental variability and the
difﬁculty in determining which ends were growing and
which were truly blunt at the time of ﬁxation/freezing (Arnal
et al., 2000; Chretien et al., 1995; Mandelkow et al., 1991;
Simon and Salmon, 1990). For a given length of the cap and
equilibrium interdimer angles, the exact radial size of the
deformations is limited by the length of the lateral bonds ro,
the value of which is unlikely to exceed 0.3 nm. Thus, if
large deformations (1–2 nm) are indeed found at blunt MT
ends, as predicted in Janosi et al. (2002), it would imply
some signiﬁcant conformational changes, e.g., a larger
lateral size of dimers in their GTP versus GDP form. The
minute wall deformations predicated in our model would
propagate with the end of a growing MT, thereby providing
rich and variable grounds for the binding of various plus end
tip-associated proteins (reviewed in Carvalho et al., 2003;
Mimori-Kiyosue and Tsukita, 2003; Schuyler and Pellman,
2001). In addition to an increased afﬁnity of such proteins for
speciﬁc structural sites at the MT plus end, the model
suggests an alternative mechanism for plus-end speciﬁc
binding for proteins that copolymerize with tubulin but have
similar afﬁnities for the GDP and GTP lattice (e.g.,
CLIP170): their release from the MT wall may be triggered
by a propagating ‘‘wave’’ of conformational distortion at the
border between the GDP-containing lattice and GTP cap
(Fig. 4 F).
Future directions
One of the characteristic features of the MT is its helical
symmetry. Surprisingly, we ﬁnd that this property is
relatively unimportant for a MT’s overall shape and stability.
This suggests that the role of a MT’s helicity may lie in
different processes. For example, helicity may promote MT
growth because the edge of the tip in helical MT always
contains sites for dimer binding, which in addition to the
head-to-tail attachment include one or several lateral bonds.
In contrast, dimer attachment to the even edge of nonhelical
MT would occur only via the formation of a longitudinal
bond, and therefore such a dimer would have a larger
dissociation constant. Future development of this model will
be required to allow accurate description of the dynamic
process of MT assembly and disassembly. We note several
advances that should take place in such a model: 1), the PF
bending should not be restricted to a single plane; removal of
this restriction is required for description of more complex
formations, such as two-dimensional sheets, at the MT tip;
and 2), longitudinal bonds should also be allowed
to dissociate; this is the most important requirement for
incorporating kinetic processes of dimer assembly/disassem-
bly into this mechanical model. Although both these modi-
ﬁcations have proven to complicate the calculations, the
development of such a model is underway.
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